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The photoluminescence ~PL! properties at low temperatures have been investigated in PbBr2 crystals. We
find that the blue-green PL band at 2.55 eV ~BG band! originates from the intrinsic relaxed state of excitons.
The analysis of the decay curve of the BG band reveals that the excitons relax into charge-separated pairs of
a self-trapped electron and a self-trapped hole. The relaxation of an exciton results from the repulsive corre-
lation between the electron and hole through acoustic phonons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lead halide crystals, PbCl2 , PbBr2, and PbI2 crystals, de-
compose under ultraviolet ~UV! light irradiation at and
above room temperature.1 In strong electron-phonon cou-
pling systems, the band-to-band electronic transition gener-
ally causes lattice relaxation of the photocarriers, and in-
duces lattice distortion. The halogen desorption and Pb-ion
aggregation1,2 have been thought to succeed the local lattice
deformation. On the other hand, intense photoluminescence
~PL! was reported for PbCl2 and PbBr2 at low temperatures.3
The halogen desorption is suppressed at low temperatures,
because ionic conductivity is proportional to exp(2U/kBT),
where U is the activation energy of halogen ions. Conse-
quently, the lattice distortion is frozen in the crystals as a
stable or metastable state, and self-trapped carriers at the
distortion are probably related to the luminescence. Studying
the luminescence, it is expected to clarify the relaxed states
of carriers induced under photoexcitation into the fundamen-
tal absorption region.
PbBr2 and PbCl2 belong to the orthorhombic crystalline
group D2h
16 which has low symmetry in the lattice
configuration.4 Photoelectron experiment5 indicated that the
upper edge of the valence band in PbX2 is composed of
hybrid orbits of 6s orbits of Pb21 ions and np orbits of X2
ions (X5Br for n54 and X5Cl for n53), and that the
middle of the valence band is mainly composed of np orbits
of X2 ions. From polarized reflection spectra of both crys-
tals, it was proposed that the exciton transition corresponds
to the electric dipole transition from 6s to 6p states in Pb21
ions within a rough approximation.6–8 These experimental
results have suggested that both crystals have similar elec-
tronic band structures: The valence band is composed of hy-
brid orbits of np orbits of X2 ions and 6s orbits of Pb21
ions, and the conduction band is mainly composed of 6p
orbits of Pb21 ions.
Electron spin resonance ~ESR! experiments revealed that
x-ray9 or g-ray10 irradiation on PbCl2 at 77 K induces the
lead-ion molecules Pb2
31 which are two nearest-neighbor
lead ions bonded covalently; a conduction electron bonds the
two lead ions and localizes on the molecule. The localized
electron is called a self-trapped electron ~STEL!. A self-
trapped hole ~STH! in PbCl2 was also reported from a simi-
lar ESR experiment;11 the STH is a hole localized on two
nearest-neighbor halogen ions. Strong interactions of elec-
trons and holes with acoustic phonons enable them to relax
into STEL’s and STH’s, respectively.12 The ESR experi-
ments have implied that the interactions of electrons and
holes with acoustic phonons play important roles in the re-
laxation processes in PbCl2.
The intense PL at low temperatures in PbBr2 and PbCl2
gives much information on the relaxed states of the photo-
carriers. PbBr2 and PbCl2 are thought not only to have simi-
lar electronic band structures, but also to have similar relaxed
states from the luminescent properties. According to Liidja
and Plekhanov,3 in PbBr2, the blue PL band at 2.73 eV ~B
band! is induced under excitation into the exciton band and
the blue-green PL band at 2.62 eV ~BG band! under band-
to-band excitation,13 and, in PbCl2, the ultraviolet PL band at
3.79 eV ~UV band! is induced under excitation into the ex-
citon band and the blue-green PL band at 2.55 eV ~BG band!
under band-to-band excitation. Because of the broad bands
with large Stokes shifts, the origin of B band in PbBr2 and
that of UV band in PbCl2 were attributed to self-trapped
excitons.3,15–17 However, any definite experimental result to
support the assignments has not been found. In addition, the
self-trapped exciton assigned to the origin of UV band is
unlikely to relate to the STEL and the STH in PbCl2; UV
band disappears thermally at 25 K,15,16 but both STEL’s and
STH’s survive up to about 200 K.9,11 Taking account of the
inconsistency, another configuration of the self-trapped exci-
ton was proposed;17 in the configuration, an electron is self-
trapped at one Pb21 ion and a hole is bound in the orbit
composed of 3p orbits of three Cl2 ions surrounding the
Pb21 ion at next nearest-neighbor sites. However, the self-
trapping center of Pb1 has not been demonstrated under ex-
citation into the exciton band.
On the other hand, BG bands in the two crystals have a
phosphorescent property; they decay in proportion to
t2m(m’1) under band-to-band excitation with vacuum-
ultraviolet light.18 From the decay curve of BG bands, both
origins were attributed to direct tunneling recombination of a
STEL with a shallow trapped hole.18 It is expected that
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STEL’s and STH’s are induced also in PbBr2 under band-to-
band excitation, though STEL’s and STH’s have not been
reported yet.
According to the assignments, given so far, to the origins
of PL bands, the relaxed states of photocarriers at low tem-
peratures in PbBr2 and PbCl2 are as follows: excitons relax
into self-trapped excitons, while the pairs of a free electron
and a hole individually fall into the self-trapped states which
are not coincident with the self-trapped exciton. That is, the
relaxed states of electrons and holes are different with the
excitation energy. However, the excited states of electrons
are mainly composed of 6p orbits of Pb21 ions and the states
of holes are composed of hybrid orbits of np orbits of X2
ions and 6s orbits of Pb21 ions; therefore, the excited states
are thought to be almost independent of excitation energy.
To clarify the intrinsic relaxed states of photocarriers, we
mainly focus the present study on the relaxation of excitons
at low temperatures in PbBr2. For the detailed study includ-
ing the exciton absorption band, two-photon excitation is es-
pecially useful, because it induces electronic transitions be-
tween the states with the same parity; the selection rule, on
the contrary, forbids the transitions under one-photon excita-
tion. Moreover, two-photon excitation generates photocarri-
ers almost uniformly in the crystal because of the small ab-
sorption coefficient, and is hardly influenced by the surface
layer. On the other hand, one-photon excitation into the ex-
citon band induces photocarriers only in the surface layer,
because of the large absorption coefficient (’9
3105 cm21).19 According to the high ionic conductivity
and the lattice defects which belong to Schottky type,2 the
density of the defects is estimated at higher than 1017 cm23
in the surface layer. The PL bands mainly discussed in this
study are B band and BG band. Although they are close in
energy and overlap with each other, we can discriminate the
two bands fully by using time-resolved measurements, so
that the relaxation processes which induce B band and BG
band can be discussed separately.
We present the PL properties in Sec. III, and discuss the
origins of luminescence bands to clarify the intrinsic relaxed
state of excitons in Sec. IV A. Moreover, we analyze decay
curves by using the radiative recombination model and find
that excitons relax into charge-separated pairs in Sec. IV B.
To elucidate the origin of the exciton relaxation, we also
discuss in Sec. IV C the interaction of excitons with acoustic
phonons in comparison with the theoretical study by Sumi.12
II. EXPERIMENT
After PbBr2 powder of 99.999% purity was purified under
vacuum distillation, single crystals were grown with the
Bridgman technique. The single crystal was cleaved in ab
plane perpendicular to c axis (a ,b ,c: crystalline axes!, and
the cleaved plane was used for optical measurements. The
typical dimension of the crystal was 83833 mm3.
Light sources were an optical parametric amplifier ~OPA!
for the measurements of PL spectra and time-resolved PL
spectra, and an optical parametric oscillator for those of two-
photon excitation spectra. They were pumped by the third
harmonics ~3.4948 eV! with 10 or 30 Hz from Nd31:YAG
~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser, and the pulsed light with 5
ns width was generated. The detector for the measurements
of PL spectra was a charge-coupled device camera equipped
with an amplifier. In the measurements of time-resolved PL
spectra, the detector was gated by tuning the time width of
applied voltage on the amplifier. The time resolution of the
detector was 5 ns. The intensity of incident light was moni-
tored, if necessary, by a reference photodiode in conjunction
with an oscilloscope. In the measurements of decay curves,
PL was induced by the pulsed light from the OPA, and the
PL through a grating monochromator was detected by a pho-
tomultiplier tube ~PMT! in conjunction with an oscilloscope.
The light source for reflection spectra and excitation spectra
was a Xe lamp equipped with a grating monochromator. In
the measurements of polarized reflection spectra, the incident
light was polarized by using a polarizer before it reached
onto the sample surface. The backscattered reflection light
from the surface was directly detected by a PMT in conjunc-
tion with a picoammeter. In the measurements of excitation
spectra, PL through a grating monochromator was detected
by the PMT. Optical measurements were performed below
8 K, except that temperature condition is particularly men-
tioned. The condition ensures that all the PL bands discussed
in this study are independent of temperature.
III. RESULTS
Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show polarized reflection spectra for
Eia and Eib configurations, respectively. The reflection
spectra are in good agreement with previous reports.6–8 The
peaks at about 3.97 eV in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! correspond to
the excitonic transition from 6s to 6p states in Pb21 ions.6–8
The doublet structure at the peak for Eib is due to crystalline
field splitting.6–8 Three PL bands are induced under excita-
tion into the fundamental absorption region.13 Figure 1~c!
shows the blue PL band at 2.74 eV ~B band! with a solid
line, and the excitation spectrum observed at 2.95 eV with a
dashed line. The excitation spectrum indicates that B band is
mainly induced under excitation into the exciton band. Fig-
ure 1~d! shows the blue-green PL band ~BG band! with a
solid line, and the excitation spectrum observed at 2.38 eV
with a dashed line. The intensities of PL spectra of B band
and BG band are normalized at the peaks. The excitation
spectra of the two bands are drawn to reflect the relative
intensity. Figure 1~e! shows the red PL band at 1.7 eV ~R
band! with a solid line, and the excitation spectrum observed
at 1.7 eV with a dashed line. The intensity of R band is about
ten times weaker than that of BG band below 12 K. The
excitation spectra of BG band and R band show that the two
bands are induced under excitation into the whole fundamen-
tal absorption region. Arrows in the excitation spectra in
Figs. 1~c!–1~e! stand for the excitation energies at which the
corresponding PL bands were induced. Because both B band
and BG band are induced at excitation energies between 4.0
and 4.2 eV, PL spectra induced in this energy range are
composed of the two bands.
Figure 2~a! shows PL spectrum ~solid line! induced under
two-photon excitation at 3.947 eV ~arrow!, and the two-
photon excitation spectrum ~dots! for Eia configuration. The
two-photon excitation energy is the double of the incident
photon energy. We measured a sequence of PL spectra for
Eia under two-photon excitation by tuning the incident pho-
ton energy from 1.928 to 2.221 eV. The two-photon excita-
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tion spectrum was obtained by dividing the integrated PL
intensity by the mean square intensity of corresponding inci-
dent light. Figure 2~b! shows similar results for Eib configu-
ration. The PL spectrum was induced under two-photon ex-
citation at 3.947 eV ~arrow!. The two-photon excitation
spectrum for Eib was obtained by the same procedure as for
Eia . The PL spectra under two-photon excitation are re-
solved into BG band and B band as described in Fig. 4~b!.
Two-photon excitation spectrum is regarded as two-
photon absorption spectrum, as long as the quantum effi-
ciency of PL is independent of excitation energy. The exci-
tation spectra in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! show different structures
for Eia and Eib . The difference is due to the electronic band
structures dependent on the crystalline anisotropy. The dis-
crete absorption at 3.932 eV in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, and at
4.07 eV in Fig. 2~a! are ascribed to the transitions to the
excitonic states. From the two-photon excitation spectra, the
exciton absorption band in PbBr2 is in the region where ex-
citation energy is between 3.8 and 4.1 eV, and the band gap
energy is about 4.1 eV.
Figure 3 shows decay curves of PL, represented with the
log-log scale. Curve ~a! is the decay curve under excitation
into the exciton band at 3.960 eV, observed at 2.7 eV. From
the energies of excitation and observation, curve ~a! is re-
garded as the decay curve of B band. B band decays expo-
nentially with the decay time of 3 ms. Curve ~b!, denoted by
a solid line, is the decay curve of PL under band-to-band
excitation at 4.349 eV, observed at 2.6 eV. Curve ~b! is al-
most that of BG band from the energies of excitation and
observation. A dashed line is the calculated curve of BG
band derived in Sec. IV B. The decay curve of BG band is
almost proportional to t21 for t.10 ms. This result is con-
sistent with the previous report18 which showed that BG
band decays nearly in proportion to t21 for t>200 ms.
Curve ~c!, denoted by a solid line, is the decay curve of PL
under two-photon excitation into the exciton band at 3.954
eV, observed at 2.6 eV. A dotted line shows the decay curve
of B band, and a dashed line that of BG band. Curve ~c! is
composed of the two curves, and therefore suggests that the
PL spectra consists of BG band and B band. However, only
BG band is observed in the time range longer than 500 ms.
The two PL bands can be, indeed, discriminated by the time-
resolved measurements of PL spectra.
Figure 4 shows PL and time-resolved PL spectra. A solid
line in Fig. 4~a! shows the PL spectrum under band-to-band
excitation at 4.427 eV. A dashed line shows BG band ob-
tained by the time-resolved measurement in which the gate
for the detector was tuned on the time range 1 ms<t
<100 ms. The spectrum of BG band was drawn to fit the
low-energy tail of the PL spectrum. A dotted line denotes the
difference between the PL spectrum and the spectrum of BG
band. The difference spectrum is in good agreement with B
band in Fig. 1~c!. Figures 4~b! and 4~c! were obtained by the
same procedure as in Fig. 4~a!. The spectra in Fig. 4~b! are
induced under two-photon excitation into the exciton band at
3.947 eV, and those in Fig. 4~c! under one-photon excitation
into the exciton band at 3.935 eV. Dotted lines in Figs. 4~b!
and 4~c! are also in good agreement with B band.
From the time-resolved PL spectra in Fig. 4, we can ac-
curately define the PL band at 2.55 eV with 0.33 eV full
FIG. 1. Reflection, PL, and excitation spectra below 8 K. ~a! and
~b!: Reflection spectra for Eia and Eib configurations, respec-
tively. ~c! PL spectrum of B band ~solid line! under excitation into
the exciton band at 3.814 eV ~arrow!, and the excitation spectrum
observed at 2.95 eV ~dashed line!. ~d! PL spectrum of BG band
~solid line! under band-to-band excitation at 4.427 eV ~arrow!, and
the excitation spectrum observed at 2.38 eV ~dashed line!. ~e! PL
spectrum of R band ~solid line! under band-to-band excitation at
4.427 eV ~arrow!, and the excitation spectrum observed at 1.7 eV
~dashed line!.
FIG. 2. PL spectra ~solid lines! under two-photon excitation into
the exciton band at 3.947 eV ~arrows, the incident photon energy is
1.9737 eV!, and the two-photon excitation spectrum ~dots! at 2 K.
~a! Eia; ~b! Eib .
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width at half maximum as BG band. BG band is induced
under excitation into the whole fundamental absorption re-
gion including the exciton absorption.
We measured the temporal evolution of PL spectra under
one-photon excitation into the exciton band to examine
whether the t21-dependent BG band is induced. Figure 5
shows the temporal evolution of PL spectra under the exci-
tation at 3.935 eV. The delay time from the incident pulsed
light was fixed at 18 ms, and the gate width was tuned from
10 ms to 99 ms. The delay time was chosen to make the
influence of B band small. The peak of the spectra shifts
toward lower energy as the gate width becomes longer. The
peak reaches 2.57 eV in the end, and the PL spectrum is
almost in agreement with BG band. In Fig. 6, the PL inten-
sity at 2.5 eV in Fig. 5 ~closed circle! is plotted against the
logarithm of gate width w. A dashed line in Fig. 6 is a linear
function of logarithm of w, and fits the data points in the
range w>350 ms. If PL decays in proportion to t21, the
intensity I(w) integrated over the interval @ t0 ,w1t0# is
given by I(w)5A ln(w1t0)1B, where t0 is the fixed delay
time, and A and B are constants. The term ln(w1t0) can be
replaced by ln(w) under the condition w@t0, so that I(w)
becomes a linear function of ln(w), namely, I(w)5A ln(w)
1B. Thus, the temporal evolution of PL spectra shows that
the t21-dependent BG band is induced under one-photon ex-
citation into the exciton band.
We examined the decay of PL in the short time range
t<10 ms. Figure 7 shows the time-resolved PL spectra un-
der band-to-band excitation at 4.427 eV: The gate width was
fixed at 1 ms and the delay time was taken at ~a! 0 s, ~b!
1 ms, and ~c! 2 ms. The PL spectra were resolved, like Fig.
4, into BG band ~dashed line! and B band ~dotted line!. It
was found, from the analysis of a sequence of the resolved
PL spectra, that BG band decays exponentially in the range
t<6 ms. The decay time is (1.260.1) ms. The same ex-
aminations at different gate widths, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.2 ms,
also gave the same decay time.
In Fig. 8, the logarithm of integrated PL intensity is plot-
ted against the logarithm of excitation power of incident
light. The PL was induced under two-photon excitation into
the exciton band at 3.932 eV. The PL spectra were resolved
into BG band and B band, like Fig. 4. The integrated inten-
sity of BG band ~closed circle! is proportional to the square
of excitation power. A dashed line is a quadratic function of
the excitation power, drawn for a guide to the eye. The re-
sponse ensures that BG band is induced by two-photon ab-
sorption. On the other hand, the intensity of B band ~cross! is
not proportional to the square of excitation power, but shows
a saturating tendency.
BG band exchanges into R band with raising temperature
T. As T increases higher than 12 K, the intensity of BG band
becomes weak. BG band finally disappears above 30 K, and
R band is induced with high quantum efficiency for 30 K
<T<50 K.
FIG. 3. Decay curves of PL below 8 K. ~a! Decay curve of B
band under excitation into the exciton band at 3.960 eV, observed at
2.7 eV. ~b! Decay curve of BG band under band-to-band excitation
at 4.349 eV, observed at 2.6 eV ~solid line!. Dashed line: the cal-
culated curve of BG band. ~c! Decay curve under two-photon exci-
tation into the exciton band at 3.954 eV, observed at 2.5 eV ~solid
line!. Dashed and dotted lines: the calculated curve of BG band and
the decay curve of B band, respectively.
FIG. 4. PL and time-resolved PL spectra below 8 K. ~a! PL
spectrum under band-to-band excitation at 4.427 eV ~solid line!. ~b!
PL spectrum under two-photon excitation into the exciton band at
3.947 eV ~solid line!. ~c! PL spectrum under one-photon excitation
at 3.935 eV ~solid line!. Dashed lines are the time-resolved PL
spectra. Each dotted line is the difference between each PL spec-
trum and the corresponding time-resolved PL spectrum.
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IV. DISCUSSION
A. Origins of PL bands
We first discuss the PL properties to clarify intrinsic lu-
minescence band in PbBr2. Extrinsic luminescence bands
due to lattice defects or impurities are usually induced under
excitation into and mainly below the exciton band. Such ex-
trinsic luminescence was reported in well-studied alkali ha-
lide crystals.20
Excitation spectrum of B band in Fig. 1~c! shows that B
band is induced under excitation into and below the exciton
band, and the quantum efficiency heavily decreases under
band-to-band excitation. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8, the
intensity of B band under two-photon excitation is not pro-
portional to the number of excitons induced by two-photon
absorption, but saturates with increasing the excitation
power. These results indicate that B band has signs of extrin-
sic luminescence. One of the plausible origins is the local-
ized excitons perturbed by the lattice defects that exist
densely in the surface layer. One-photon excitation into the
exciton band induces excitons mostly in the surface layer,
because of the large absorption coefficient.19 Further results
and discussion were reported elsewhere.21 From now on, we
do not deal with B band in the discussion.
BG band is induced under excitation into the whole fun-
damental absorption region including exciton absorption as
shown in Figs. 1~d!, 2, 4, and 5. The intensity of BG band
under two-photon excitation into the exciton band is propor-
tional to the square of incident light power as shown in Fig.
8. These results indicate that BG band is intrinsic in PbBr2
and, in particular, the trapped electrons or holes which relate
to BG band are self-trapped electrons or holes. BG band
decays exponentially for t<6 ms, while in proportion to t21
for sufficiently large t as shown in Figs. 3, 6, and 7. The
measured decay curves can be well explained by the recom-
bination model, which contains a tunneling process of a
STEL or a STH, as described in Sec. IV B. From the model,
we ascribe the origin of BG band to the radiative recombi-
nation of the pairs either of which has tunneled toward the
other.
R band is, as shown in Fig. 1~e!, induced under excitation
at higher energies than the energy of exciton absorption. The
intensity of R band increases instead of the decrease in the
intensity of BG band at temperatures higher than 12 K.
These results indicate that R band also originates from intrin-
sic relaxed state of excitons, probably, self-trapped excitons.
However, the PL spectra in Figs. 1~d! and 1~e! show that the
intensity is much weaker than that of BG band below 12 K.
Therefore, the relaxed state responsible for BG band corre-
sponds to the dominant relaxed state of excitons at the low
temperature.
B. Analysis of decay curves
We derive the decay curve of BG band from a radiative
recombination model. The model describes the recombina-
tion process of a nearest-neighbor pair of a STEL and a STH
separated by distance R: After either a STEL or a STH tun-
nels toward the other, the pair recombines with the decay
time t . In this context, the tunneled pair can be regarded as a
kind of exciton accompanying with lattice distortion,
namely, a self-trapped exciton, although the detailed struc-
ture has not been clarified yet. The formation of the self-
trapped exciton is supported from the result that all the time-
resolved PL spectra in which B band is completely removed
have the same spectral shape as BG band, irrespective of the
delay time.
Similar models containing a tunneling process were pro-
posed to analyze the decay curves in doped alkali halide
FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of PL spectra at 8 K induced under
one-photon excitation into the exciton band at 3.935 eV. The gate
width was tuned from 10 ms to 99 ms. The delay time was fixed at
18 ms.
FIG. 6. Plot of PL intensity at 2.5 eV in FIG. 5 against the
logarithm of gate width. Dashed line: a linear function of logarithm
of gate width w.
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crystals.22,23 In these cases, the probability per second, p(R),
for the nearest-neighbor pairs separated by distance R to re-
combine is given by p(R)}exp(2aR), where a is a con-
stant. The density of nearest-neighbor pairs n(R) was as-
sumed to be random22,23 or restricted only to one direction,23
where R is the vector from the trapped electron to the STH
(Vk center!.
In the present study, we assume the following three hy-
potheses modified from the previous studies. The first hy-
pothesis is that the rate p(R) is the rapidly decreasing func-





where R0 is the minimum distance of the nearest-neighbor
pair of a STEL and a STH and R>R0 , a a constant, and t
the radiative decay time of the pairs separated by R0. Equa-
tion ~1! implies that the pairs separated by R0 are responsible
for the exponential decay in the short time range. Indeed, BG
band decays exponentially with the decay time of 1.2 ms in
the short time range t<6 ms as shown in Fig. 7. We set t
51.2 ms. The pair separated by R0 can be regarded as the
self-trapped exciton with the decay time t . Equation ~1! also
shows that the rate p(R) decreases rapidly if R.R0. The
dependence of p(R) on R reflects the process that either a
STEL or a STH moves, by tunneling, to the site separated by
R0 from the other. The radiative recombination following the
tunneling is responsible for the t21-dependent part of decay
curve.
The second hypothesis is that the total excited density is




where N0 is the total number of excited pairs, Rmax the maxi-
mum distance of the pairs, and V the volume of area in which
the pairs are induced under photoexcitation.
The third hypothesis is that the density of nearest-






where R5uRu and Rn is a normalization constant with a
dimension of distance, satisfying *n(R)d3R5N0. Equation
~3! implies the physical picture that the electron and the hole
which relax, respectively, into a STEL and a STH will not
separate far away. That is, it is unlikely that each mean free
path of the electron and the hole is far longer than R0.
From the above three hypotheses, the decay curve I(t)
can easily be derived as follows. The number of the pairs in
the radius interval (R ,R1dR) is equal to n(R)4pR2dR
@5(N0 /Rn)dR# . The number of the pairs surviving at time t,






The PL intensity of BG band I(t) is proportional to
2dN(t)/dt , and given by
FIG. 7. Time-resolved PL spectra at 6 K under band-to-band
excitation at 4.427 eV ~solid line!. The gate width was fixed at
1 ms and the delay time was taken at ~a! 0 s, ~b! 1 ms, and ~c!
2 ms. Dashed and dotted lines: PL spectra of BG band and B band,
respectively.
FIG. 8. Plot of the integrated PL intensity of BG band ~closed
circle! and B band ~cross! against the excitation power. The PL
bands were induced at 2 K under two-photon excitation into the
exciton band at 3.932 eV. Dashed line: a quadratic function of
excitation power, drawn for a guide to the eye.





where A is a proportionality constant. Under the condition
that a51/R0 and Rmax515R0, one finds that exp






In particular, I(t)}t21 for 10t<t<100 ms. It is to be noted
that the Rmax under the condition is the order of several
nanometers, because R0 is regarded as the radius of the self-
trapped exciton. Furthermore, the Rmax and the estimated
values N0 ,V in the experiments satisfy hypothesis ~2!.
The dashed line which fits curve ~b! in Fig. 3 is the cal-
culated curve I(t) given by Eq. ~4!. Curve ~c! in Fig. 3 was
fitted with a single parameter A on the long time range where
curve ~c! is proportional to t21. The difference of measured
curve ~c! and the calculated curve I(t) ~dashed line! is in
agreement with the decay curves of B band ~dotted line!.
Thus, curve ~c! is found to be composed of the decay curves
of BG band and B band. This analysis confirms that charge-
separated pairs of a STEL and a STH are induced even under
excitation into the exciton band.
C. Exciton-acoustic phonon interaction
Free excitons and self-trapped excitons have been found
and extensively investigated in many crystals of semiconduc-
tors and insulators. However, exciton relaxation into the pair
of a STEL and a STH, to our knowledge, has not been found
experimentally. Our experimental results and the analysis of
the decay curve indicate that the exciton in PbBr2 separates
into the pair of a STEL and a STH in the intrinsic relaxation
process. The physical origin of the charge separation of an
exciton can be described by exciton-acoustic phonon
interaction.12
The interaction is explained in the picture that an electron
and a hole interact with acoustic phonons individually, being
bound with each other by Coulomb attractive force. The in-
teraction terms of an electron and a hole with acoustic
phonons are proportional to the deformation potentials. The
theoretical analysis by Sumi12 showed that an exciton in the
acoustic phonon field takes, within the adiabatic approxima-
tion, four possible relaxed states classified by the coupling
constants and the ratio of the effective masses of the carriers:
Corresponding to the lowest energy state of the exciton-
acoustic phonon coupled system, an exciton becomes either
of the free exciton, the large-radius self-trapped exciton, the
small-radius self-trapped exciton or the pair of a STEL and a
STH. In particular, separation of an exciton into the pair of a
STEL and a STH originates from two factors, namely, the
absolute values and the signs of deformation potentials: The
large absolute values are responsible for the strong interac-
tion to induce the self-trapping of the electron and the hole,
and the opposite signs are for the repulsive correlation be-
tween them in the acoustic phonon field.
From the theoretical result, the exciton relaxation in
PbBr2 is ascribed to the repulsive correlation between the
electron and hole through acoustic phonons. The same relax-
ation is also expected in PbCl2, though a similar study on
PbCl2 has not been reported yet. The physical origin of the
signs of the deformation potentials is probably the key to
elucidate the mechanism to cause charge separation of an
exciton, although no definite assignment to the factors which
determine the signs has been reported so far. The low crys-
talline symmetry of PbBr2 may be one of the factors.
V. CONCLUSION
The charge separation of excitons, namely, the relaxation
of excitons into unbound, spatially isolated pairs of a STEL
and a STH is found experimentally by studying the PL prop-
erties at low temperatures in PbBr2. We ascribe the relax-
ation of excitons to the repulsive correlation between the
electron and hole through acoustic phonons which couple
strongly with the carriers, from the comparison with the the-
oretical result by Sumi.12 The analysis using the radiative
recombination model, which fits the measured decay curves
well, reveals that the charge-separated pairs of a STEL or a
STH recombine after either of them tunnels toward the other.
From the similar analysis, the pairs of a free electron and
a hole are also found to relax into charge-separated pairs.
Therefore, we conclude that the intrinsic relaxed state of car-
riers in PbBr2 is independent of excitation energy.
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